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1. Read the following text and answer the questions: (5p x 3 = 15p)
It is 4 p.m. on Monday. Jim is calling his friends. „Let’s play football”, he says. Tom
brings the ball. They start playing. They are very noisy. A car is coming. The driver
sees them. He is shouting at the children. Jim doesn’t see the car. The car hits him.
The children are very scared. An ambulance is taking Jim to the hospital. Jim is
crying. His arm hurts. „I will never play football in the street again” promises Jim.
a. What are the children playing?
b. Where is the ambulance taking Jim?
c. What does Jim promise?

2. Answer the following questions: (5p x 3 = 15p)
a) What are the most important buildings in your town?
b) What time do you usually get up?
c) How many rooms does your house have?

PROBA SCRISA – 70 p
PROBA ORALA – 30 p
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REZOLVARI:
Model of answers:
1. Read the following text and answer the questions: (5p x 3 = 15p)
It is 4 p.m. on Monday. Jim is calling his friends. „Let’s play football”, he says. Tom
brings the ball. They start playing. They are very noisy. A car is coming. The driver
sees them. He is shouting at the children. Jim doesn’t see the car. The car hits him.
The children are very scared. An ambulance is taking Jim to the hospital. Jim is
crying. His arm hurts. „I will never play football in the street again” promises Jim.
a. What are the children playing?
The children / They are playing football.
b. Where is the ambulance taking Jim?
The ambulance / It is taking Jim / him to the hospital.
c. What does Jim promise?
Jim / He promises not to play football in the street again.
Jim / He promises he will never play football in the street again.

2. Answer the following questions: (5p x 3 = 15p)
a. What are the most important buildings in your town?
The most important buildings in my town are: the town hall, the hospital, the
school, the post office, the museum and the bank.
b. What time do you usually get up?
I usually get up at 7 o’clock in the morning if / when I go to school. But I wake
up at 8 o’clock at the weekend.
c. How many rooms does your house have?
My house has got many rooms: a spacious living room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms, a nice kitchen and a long hall.
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